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Abstract 

Such processes as active urbanization, automobilization, increase in population number and growth of cities' settling density led to the 
whole complex of problems of modern megalopolises: transport, ecological, social, complications with population mobility, restriction of 
natural resources, and disappearance of cultural and historical heritage. Smart City model implementation can be one of the decisions 
today. Development of Smart City infrastructure is an introduction step for integration of the intellectual city platform and its architecture. 
According to Smart City model, the key issue at infrastructure development stage with the goal to increase the municipal economy 
efficiency is the construction of monitoring system. This task can be achieved through the use of multilevel monitoring systems and 
evaluation model of these systems. 
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1 Introduction 

The analysis and assessment of existing Smart City models, 
correspondingly applied infocommunication technologies 
(ICT) [1], their influence on green energy area [2, 3] allowed 
us to construct the extended ICT taxonomy in the field of 
intelligent cities and to offer multilevel system of Smart City 
monitoring which consists of several components: additive 
model for the assessment of different levels of monitoring 
system, the intelligent "green" terminals, smart wearable 
devices which main function is based on the Crowdsourcing 
principles for data collection. The concept is illustrated by 
figure 1. 

The model and system, offered in this article, apply 
several methods of data preprocessing, instruments of data 
analysis in the big distributed systems and their assessment 
by machine learning methods. As the result, this work brings 
the following important questions to discussion: the analysis 
of shortcomings in the developed additive model, the 
analysis of integration difficulties in the data collection 

systems developed according to various standards, the need 
of assessment of the obtained data on Smart City and its 
verification.  

 
FIGURE 1 System of monitoring Smart City infrastructure 
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